Ongoing / Updates / Reminders

1. Training Server Refresh – Not yet scheduled
2. ETD records: Elizabeth is working on problem records - asked to share documentation with ILSAC 3/2017
3. DVDs and VHS to mcr
   a. Most McWherter DVDs/VHS transferred from mcz6* to mcr6*
   b. 807 items still in mcz6* (388 check shelf, 292 available, ~70 withdrawn, ~50 other)
      i. Delete “check shelf” (after confirming no trans) and suppress, set to lost “available”
4. Bib/item-level holds – Innovative acknowledged changed in holds fulfillment in 3.3
   a. Upgrade to 3.4 and problem persists.
   b. Innovative disabled ‘pickup at item location’ feature to test bib-level hold fulfillment
5. Spine label printers – arrived, installed, and printing from Sierra using template
   a. Label template Mcwherter2 works to print from within a Sierra item record
   b. Cataloging announced a label placement workshop, but not a date/time/location

Discussions

1. Intro to Linked Data! URIs coming through in GovPubs MARCIVE processing
   a. I’ve suppressed $0 from display in bib records (please let me know where you still see it)
   b. I’ve opened tickets with Innovative to discuss searching issue in Encore Duet and headings
      browse in Classic Catalog. It may not be possible to address without reindexing ($$$)
   c. Please keep me posted on any other changes.
2. Brister updates from Circulation?
3. Inventory
4. Announcements

March and Beyond

1. Order records for gift materials
2. WorldCat discovery